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ACTION OF CLASSICAL GROUPS ON VARIETIES ASSOCIATED WITH SKEW 
FIELD EXTENSIONS' 
KARL KOLLISCHAN 
Abstract. Let LIK be a jn i t e  skewjìeld extension, K commutative and V ajìnite dimensional 
vector space over L. We study the action of general L-linear groups on the set of K-subspaces 
of V and the action of unitary groups on the set of f'-isotropic K-subspaces of V .  In the latter 
case let (V, f )  be a vector space endowed with a regular E-hermitian form, cp : L ++ K a 
K-linear map and f '  := cp o f .  We show that for linear groups the number of orbits depends 
only on the degree of thejeld extension and on the dimension of V .  The orbits are classijìed 
completely when [L : K] 5 3. For unitary groups in general the number of orbits depends also 
on the underlyingjelds and on the map cp. We discuss in more detail the quadratic case for 
some particular jelds. 
1 Introduction, Notation and Main Results 
In [28] Patrick Rabau studies the action on Grassmannians of general linear groups defined 
over an extension field of the base field. In [2O] this work was extended by him and Dae San 
Kim to the case of a symplectic group defined over an extension field of the base field acting 
on singular subspaces of a symplectic space. The present paper generalizes these studies to 
non commutative extension fields and to arbitrary trace-valued E-hermitean spaces. 
Let LIK be a finite skew field extension, where K is always commutative and V a finite 
dimensional vector space over L. We assume that the center Z of L is contained in K if L 
is non commutative. Then [L : Z] is finite and L is a centra1 simple Z-algebra [8, p. 491. 
Denote by compLW the greatest L-subspace contained in a K-subspace W. We call compLW 
the L - component of W .  We define the type of a vector v in W as tpw(v) := dimK(W nLv).  
For W holds diml LW 5 dimKW 5 sdimLLW with s = [L : K]. One has dimK W = sdimL LW 
iff W is a L-subspace. K-subspaces with dimL LW = dimK W are called K-substructures. 
For K-subspaces W, W1,. . . ,Wk we write W = Wl @l.. . @ L  wk, if W = W1 e..  @ Wk and 
LWl n LWj = O for al1 i, j = 1,. . . , k, i # j .  We call this sum direct over L. The set of d- 
dimensional k-subspaces of a vector space V is a Grassmann varie- and will be denoted by 
(;;(d,V).  If we mean the set of al1 k-subspaces, we write Gk(V). 
To decompose a K-subspace we need besides the just defined L-component and K-substructu- 
res (which already suffice in the case of a quadratic extension) two other basic subspaces: sub- 
spaces which contain only vectors of type 2 and triangular subspaces. We call a K-subspace 
W triangular if there is a s > O such that dimK W = 3s, dimL LW = 2s and tpw (v) = 1 for al1 
O # v E W. If s = 1, we cali W simple triungular. 
~~~~ ' Key words: Skew field extension, Centra1 simple algebra, Genera1 linear group, Unitary group, Grassmann 
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First let us consider linear groups. Our main results are: 
Theorem 1 Let [L : K] = 2 and W be a K-subspace of V .  Then there are L-independent 
vectors V I , .  . . , V , ~ ; Z I , .  . . ,zt, s + t 5 n, such that W = ( V I , .  . . , v s ) ~  @I. ( Z I ,  . . . , z ~ ) K .  
If L is a cubic extension of K ,  we can choose a K-basis { 1,q,q2} of L such that q3 = a E 
K. Here we always suppose KIZ to be galois. 
Theorem 2 Let [L : K ]  = 3 and W be a K-subspace of V. Then there are L-independent 
vectors v1,. . . , v,; e1 , . . . ,e,; u1, u:, . . . us, ui;  w1,. . . , wI, m + r+ 2s + t 5 n, such that 
wtth 
The subspaces W2, W3 and W4 are not unique. The j a g  ( U I ,  U2, U3, U4) with Uj  : = 
( j  = 1,. . . ,4), howevel; is completely determined by W .  
Wi 
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 follows at once that the number of orbits is finite for 
quadratic and cubic extensions. By the following theorem there are infinitly many orbits if 
[L : K]  > 3 and IKl = 00: 
Theorem 3 The number of orbits of K-subspaces of a vector space V over L ( K  with lK( = w 
isfinite ifand only i f  [L : K] 5 3. 
For proofs and discussion of the general linear case see section 2. Now we turn to a 
unitary group U(V,f). Let L be a skew field as above which now admits an involution *. Let 
K be such that K* = K and let cp(h*) = cp(h)* for al1 h E L. Let (V,f) be a regular E-hermitian 
trace-valued space. Then (V,f), with f' := cp o f ,  is also a regular E-hermitian space over K. 
We investigate how the group U(V,f) acts an the set of f'-singular K-subspaces of V. The 
results of the symplectic case, however, do not remain valid for the general case. In particular 
the number of orbits depends on the structure of the underlying skew fields and on the map 
cp. By wi(V,f) we denote the Witt-index of an E-hermitian space ( V , f ) ,  that is the dimension 
of an maximal f-singular subspace of V. 
Theorem 4 Let [L : K] = 2 and W be a f-singular K-suhspace o f V  and kercp = Ka. Then 
there is a hyperbolic sequence V I ,  v', , . . . , v,, vk;  u1, u{ , .. . , us, u:; u'1, w', , . . . , wt, of L-inde- 
pendent vectors, a sequencc y1,.  " .  , yp ,  21,. . . , zp of L-independent vectors with f ( y i , y i )  = O, 
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f (si, zi) # O, f (y; ,  z;)  = 1 ( i  = 1 7 .  . . , p )  and un orthogonal sequence e1,. . . , e, of L-independent 
vectors, with m + s + 2t + 2p + r 5 n, such that 
w = (VI 7 .  ’ .  , V > n ) L l L ( U i  7 . .  . , U , Y ) K I L  
(WI ,a*w’,, . . . , Wt,a*w;)KIL 
(Yi,zl)KIL-..IL(Yp,Sp)KIL(el)K~L...IL(er)K. 
p # O is possible only in the cases 
(A) L+ = K i f L  is commutative and 
(B) K C L+ and KIZ not separable, i fL  is not commutative, 
where L+ := { h  E L : h* = h} . In these cases a = 1 always holds. 
We discuss the number of orbits for some particular fields in section 4.2. 
Theorem 5 Let [L : K]  = 3 and W be a maximal f’-singular K-subspace of V with tp(W) = 
(m,  r, s, t )  and kerq = (a, p ) ~ .  Then there exists a decomposition 
W = compLW I L W ~ , ~  IL W; ILW; IL (radfW3 $L Wi) , 
where: 
(a) radfW = compLW. 
(b) w2,4 = (aw1 ,pwi , w ’ , ) ~ i ~  . . . I ~ ( a w , . ,  p w , , w i ) ~ ,  where wI,w’, , . . . ,wr,  w: is a hyper- 
bolic sequence in (V, f ) .  
(c) W;iLW3/iLradf& = W3, where radf,W3 is triangulal: 
IfWiiLradfW3, their rudfW3 = O. Let j := dimKradfW3. There ai-e L-independent vec- 
tors U I , V I  ,..uk,vk and a hyperbolic sequencexl,x‘,,.. . ,xl,X/[;y~,y‘,,.. . ,yl,yi in (V, f )  
such that 
W; = 1:=1 (u j ,  vj,quj + q2vi)K 
W; = iI=1 ((a*xi, B*y;, p*x; + a*yj)K QL 
<x;,y;, pa-1x; - “ap- ly ; )K)  , 
with s = j + k + 21. There are no f -singular triangular subspaces contained in W;. 
In particular f (ui, u,) # O or f ( v ; ,  vi) # O for i = 1 , .  . . ,1. If L is commutative, then 
c = ~ ~ i ~ ( p a - ’ ) .  I ~ L  is non commutative, we can suppose that Da-’ equals q or q2. 
Then c = a o r c  = a2. 
(d) Wi 5 W4. In particu!ar Wi is a K-substructure with dimK Wi = t - r. 
We discuss this case further in section 5.2. Finally we show in section 6 that for extensions 
of higher degree under cerain conditions the number of orbits is infinite. 
Theorem 6 If [L : K] > 3, wi(V, f )  2 1 and IKI = m, then the number of orbits of maximal 
f’-singular K-subspaces under U(V, f )  is injnite. 
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2 The Genera1 Linear Case. 
By a vector space V over a skew field k we mean always a left vector space. The group 
GL(L") acts from the right. The subspace of V generated by a set X is denoted by kX or 
( ~ 1 , .  . , ~ , ~ ) k  if X = {.I,. . . ,xs} .  By k we denote the multiplicative group of k.  
2.1 
Before we go on, we want to reca11 some facts about central simple algebras and involutions. 
Let A be a central simple algebra with center Z. Then [A : Z] is always a square, say n2 and n 
is called degree of A.  By Wedderburn A is isomorphic to a matrix algebra M,(D), where D is 
a suitable division algebra. D is unique up to isometry and so is t .  The number n/ t  is called 
index of A.  If there is a field extension KIZ such that A @Z K M, (K) we call K a splitting 
field of A and say A splits over K. The smallest number m, such that A'" = A @ . . . @ A  splits 
over Z, is called exponent of A. The exponent divides the index and any prime divisor of the 
index divides the exponent [32, p. 2151. IF A is a skew field, then there is a commutative 
subfield K such that KIZ is separable and [K : 212 = [A : Z]. One of the most important 
results is the theorem of Skolem and Noether, which says that every isomorphism of simple 
subalgebras of A can be extended to an inner automorphism of A. 
Let KIZ be galois of degree n and O be generator of Gal(K1Z). A cyclic algebra is an 
algebra which contains K and has a K-basis of the form { l ,q, .  . . ,q"-' } with V I i  = a E Z and 
qc = c0q for al1 c E K. We denote this algebra by (KIZ,o,a). In particular it is a central 
simple Z-algebra [33, p. 3 161. By a theorem of Wedderburn any division algebra of degree 2 
or 3 is cyclic [32, p. 2091. Algebras of degree 2 are called qunternion algebras. 
For the whole paper LIK denotes a finite skew field extension with K commutative. If L 
is not commutative, the center Z of L shall be contained in K. In this case K and CL(K) are 
Z-algebras and since [L : CL(K)] < 00, one has [L : CL(K)] = [K : Z]  [8, p. 491. Then [L : Z] 
is finite, too, and L is a central simple Z-algebra. In case of a quadratic or cubic extension K 
is a maximal subfield of L. This yields K = CL(K) and [L : Z] = [K : 212. Moreover, an easy 
consequence of the Skolern-Noether-Theorem is N L ( E ) / ~  S Gal(KI2). 
Centra1 simple algebras with involutions. 
2.2 Basic results. 
Lemma 7 Let Wl und W2 be in GK(V) .  Then holds: 
(1) L(W, +W2) =LW1 +LW2. 
(2) compL(W, n W Z )  = comp,WI ncompLw2. 
( 3 )  ~ ( w )  nw2) 5 LW' n ~ w ~ .  
(4) comp,(Wi + W2) 2 compLWI + compLW2, with equality IfsWl and Wz are direct over 
Proof. trivial o 
Lemma8 Let W E GK(V) andlet{q~,...q,} b e n  K-basisofL. Tlzen 
L. 
compLw = q l 1  w n . . . n 7,;' W. 
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Proof. trivial o 
Lemma 9 Let W E &(V)  and U E GL(W). Then there exists Z E &(V), such that W = 
U eL Z. For any other subspace Z’ with W = U @ L  Z‘ there is a linear map 7 E GLL(V) with 
uz = u for  al1 u E U and Z z  = Z’. In particular Z and Z’ are in the same orbit under GLL(V). 
o Proof. see [28, p. 1311, Prop. 3.3 
Lemma 10 Let W, Wl, W2 E GK(V)  with W = WI @ L  W2. Let v = v1 + vz E W with O # v, E W,, 
i = 1,2. Then 
(1)  tPw(v) 5 min(tp,, (vi)JPw2(v2)). 
(2 )  mpw, (VI 1 = [L  : K], then tPW (v) = tPW, (v2). 
Proof. see [28, p. 13 11, Lemma 3.4 
Lemma 11 The group L acts transitively on the K-hyperplanes of L 
Proof. Let H1 and H2 be two K-hyperplanes in L and {ai, .  . . , as-l} be a K-basis of Hl with 
s = [L  : K]. Let W := n,=, ,, ,F- a; H2. Then dimz W 2 [K : Z]  := t ,  since dimz Hz = t ( s  - 1). 
For al1 nonzero vectors h E W holds a,h E Hz ,  i = 1, . . ., s - 1. This yields H l h  = H2. 
Corollary 12 Let {al,. . . , a,} be a K-basis o f L  and let v E W E GK( V) with tpw (v) = s - 1. 
i’hen LV n w = (ai v’, . . . , a,- 1 v ’ ) ~  for  a vector v’ E W. 
Lemma 13 Let W E GK(V). The following statements are equivalent 
(i) W is a K-substructure. 
(ii) Every K-independent subset of W is L-independent. 
(iii) A K-basis of W is L-independent. 
Proof. trivial 
2.3 
Let L J K  be a quadratic extension and V an n-dimensional vector space over L. We fix q E 
L \ K ,  such that L = K Kq.  Note that in characteristic two the extension KIZ need not be 
galois. 
Quadratic extensions: Proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 14 Let W be a K-subspace of V. Then 
(1) compLW = W n q w .  
(2) dimL complW = dimK W - dimL LW. 
(3) For al1 x E W holds: x E compLW % qx E W .  
Proof. see [28, p. 1341, Theorem 4.1 o 
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Lemma 15 Fora K-subspace W are equivalent: 
(i) W is K-substructure. 
(ii) compLW = O. 
(iii) For al1 nonzero vectors v E W holds tpw(v) = 1. 
Proof. trivial o 
Lemma 16 Let W, U and Y be K-subspaces with W = U 83 Y and conipLW 5 U .  Then Y is 
a K-substructure, W = U 8 3 ~ Y  and dimKY = dimL(LW/ILU). 
Proof. see [28, p. 1341, Theorem 4.1 o 
Proof of Tlzeorem 1. By 16 there is Y E GK(f,w) such that W = compLW @L Y .  Choose a 
L-Basis {v i , .  . . ,vs} of compLW and a K-basis {z i , .  . . , z t}  of Y. By 16 Y is a K-substructure 
o and the zi are L-independent. 
We define the (GL-) type of a K-subspace W of V to be the ordered pair of nonnegative 
integers 
tp(W) := (dimLcomp,W, dimK(W/comp,W)). 
Corollary 17 Two K-subspaces of W are in the same orbit under GLL(V) ifand only ifthey 
have the same type. 
Proof. Let W and W' be two K-subspaces of V with tp(W) = tp(W'). Pick suitable L-bases 
o B and B' of V. The element of GLL(V) which maps B to B' maps also W to W'. 
Corollary 18 The number of orbits of K-subspaces under GLL(V) equals ("12). 
Proof. The numberN of orbits equals I{s,t E M { O }  : s + t  5 .}I. This yields N = & ({s+ 
o t = i11 =zii+ 1 = S(n+2) (n+  1) = ("12). 
2.4 Cubic Extensions: Proof of Theorem 2. 
We now consider the case [L : K ]  = 3. Here we assume KIZ to be galois. The fact that 
L is a centra1 simple Z-algebra yields that L has a K-basis { l ,q,q2} with q3 = a E Z and 
q E NL(K). In this whole section we choose a basis as above. Since Ni(K)/K 2 Z3, one has 
Ni (k )  = K@Kr\@Kq2.  
By (3 we denote the galois-automorphism k +--+ k" := qm-', k E K. 
Lemma 19 Let W E GK(V) with compLW = 0 and let W2 := ({v E W : tpw(v) = 2})K. Then 
(1)  There exist L-independent vectors e1,. . . ,e, such that W2 = @ (ei,qei)K. 
(2) W n q W  is a K-substructure and W2 = (W n q W )  @ (W nq- 'W). 
i= I 
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( 3 )  dimK(W nqw) = i d i m ~  W2. 
Proof. see [28, p. 1381, Theorem 5.2 O 
Lemma 20 Let T be a simple triangular subspace 
(1) Let { l,y, S} be a K-rigkt basis of L. Then there exist L-independent vectors x and y 
such that T = ( x , y ,  yx + 6 y ) ~ .  
(2)  Let x, y be two arbitrary L-independent vectors in T. Then there is a K-right basis 
{l,y,F} OfLsuchthatT = ( x , y , y x + S y ) ~ .  
Proof. ( I  ) For to show LT = T @ ST use that T n 6T = O, since T contains no vector of type 
2 2 and the fact that dimzT = dimzFT = dimzLT (in genera1 6T is not a K-subspace). 
The rest of the proof is like in the commutative case, see [28, p. 1371, Lemma 5.1. 
(2) Let T = ( x , y , s ) ~ .  Since z E LT = ( x , y ) ~ ,  there are y,F E L such that z = yx+ Sy. 
If { l ,y ,  6) was no K-right basis, it would hold that 6 = p + yq, p , q  E K .  Then we have 
z = yx + ( p  + yq)y E T. Now y E T yields y(x + q y )  E T and since y K, one gets the 
o 
Lemma 21 r f x  a n d y  are two L-independent vectors, then W = ( x , y , q x + q 2 y ) ~  is a simple 
triangular subspace. 
Proof. Obviously diml LW = 2. Let v = bx + cy + d ( q x  + q2y), b, c, d E K be a nonzero 
vector in W and suppose that also W 3 hv = b'x + c'y + d' (qx  + q'yy), b', c', d' E K.  We have 
to show that h E K .  
contradiction tpT (x -t qy)  2 2. 
Let h := p + qq + rq2, p ,  9 ,  r E K .  Then 
hv = ( p  + + q 2 ) ( b x +  cy + d ( q x +  q 2 y )  
pbx + pcy + p d ( q x  + q2y)+ 
qb"qx + 4c'qy + qd'(q2x + ay)+ 
rb0272x + rco2q2y + rd"' (ax + aqy) .  
= 
Comparing the coefficients yields the following equations 
pb+rdo2a = b', 
pc+qd"a = c' , 
pd+qb' = d' ,  
4c"+rdo2a = O ,  
qd'+rbo2 = O ,  
pd + rco2 = d'. 
If q = O or r = O, one gets easily from the equations above that E K.  So let both q and r 
be different from zero. We can assume that r = 1. One has d # O, otherwise would hold c = O 
(4) and b = O (5) .  Now (4) yields qc5 = -do2a. Then follows co2 = F. From (5) one gets 
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bG2 = -qdO, that is bG = --qG2d. Finally (3) and (6) imply qbO = co2. Then -qqG2d = -&. 
This yields a = qq0q02 = NKIz(q). But this is a contradiction, since it implies that the skew 
o 
9O 
field L splits [33, p. 3181. 
Lemma 22 Let W be a triangular subspace. Then 
( I )  LW = W @ hW, for al1 h E L\ K. 
(2 )  Let { 1 y, S} be un arbitra? K-right basis of L. Then for each O # x E W there is exactly 
one y E W \ Lx such that (xl  y ,  yx + 6 y ) ~  is the unique simple triangular subspace which 
contains x. 
Proof. see [28, p. 1441, Prop. 5.6 o 
Lemma 23 Let W be triangular and let T ,  T’ c W be simple triangular and T # TI. Then 
LT n LT’ = O. 
Proof. see [28, p. 1441, Cor. 5.1 1 o 
Lemma 24 Let W be a triangular subspace and T a simple triangular subspace of W. Then 
there is a triangular subspace Y such that W = T @L Y .  
Proof of Theorem 2. Only the proof of (d) differs a bit from the commutative case ([28, 
p. 1341, Theorem 4.1 ): 
(d) Choose a K-substructure Z 5 W such that LW = LW2 @ LZ. If W = W2 Z ,  we are 
done with W3 = O and W4 = Z. Otherwise one can find K-independent vectors x1,. . . ,x, such 
that W = W2 @ Z 63 (xl , . . . , X . ~ ) K .  In genera1 the sum of W2 and Z @ (xl l.. . >x,)K will not be 
direct over L. We now show that x1, . . . ,x, can always be chosen in such a manner that the 
above sum is direct over L. For al1 E W holds 
xj = IL@; + p2i 
with h ,p  E L, @i E (e l , .  . . , e r ) ~  and Zi E Z. 
vectors - ( p  + qq)@; E W2 and -p’& E Z we get 
L e t h : = p + q q + q 2  andy:=p’+q’q+r’q2,p,q,rlp’,q’,r’€ K.  AddingtoeachX; the 
x; := q 2 @ i  + (4’11 + r’q2)Zi E W .  
Since q E N L ( K ) ,  follows yi := qp2q2@i E ( e , ,  . . . , e r ) ~ ,  zj := qP1q’q2j E Z and z: := qp2r’ 
q2Zi  E Z. Then we can write 
with zi,z: E Z ,  yj E ( e l , .  . . , e r ) ~ ,  i = 1,. . . ,s. 
xi = qzi +q2(z:  + y i ) ,  
The rest of the proof is exactly as in the commutative case. 
o 
In the cubic case we define the (GL-) type of a K-subspace tp(W) to be the ordered 
quadruple of nonnegative integers 
dimL compLW, - dimK . ( ~ compL u2 W ) ,kdimK($),dimK($)).  
2 
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U2 is the subspace generated by al1 vectors v E W with tpw(v) 2 2. U3 is the sum of U2 and 
al1 simple triangular subspaces contained in W. By Theorem 2 this type is well defined. 
Corollary 25 Two K-subspaces of W ure in the same orbit under GLL(V) iff they have the 
sarne type. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of 17. o 
Corollary 26 For the number Nd of orbits of d-dimensional K-subspaces under GLL(V) 
holds 
1 
24 
1 
24 
Nd = - (2d’ + 1Sd2 + 34d + 2 4 ) ,  
i f d  is even and 
Nd= -(2d3+1Sd2+34d+21) ,  
i f d  is odd. For the number N of al1 orbits we have 
1 
48 
N = - (n4 + 12n’ + S0n2 + 84n + 48)  , 
i f r i  is even and 
n4 + 12n3 + 50n2 + 84n + 45) , 1 
48 
N =- (  
i f n  is odd. 
Proof. W e h a v e N =  I { m + r + 2 s + t < n : m , r , s , t  E ~ J { ( O } } I , N d = I { m + r + 2 s + t = d :  
m,r,s,t E NU {O}}l and N = Cd,oNd. We calculate Nd. For convenience we define Nd := 0 
i fd<O.ThenNd={m+r+2s+ t=d}  = ~ ~ = o ~ { r + f s + t = i } = ~ f = O ~ ~ = 0 ) { 2 s + t = j }  
= (Li] + 1) ([il + 1 ) .  
Let Gd := Nd if d is even and ud := Nd if d is odd. By induction one proves that 
1 
24 
Gd = - ( d + 2 ) ( d + 4 ) ( 2 d + 3 )  and 
1 
24 
ud = - ( d + l ) ( d + 3 ) ( 2 d + 7 ) .  
N = (2 - + 1  (n3+10n2+30n+24)  24 if n is even and 
= (F) (n3+i in2+39n+45  24 
if n is odd. 
O 
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2.5 Extensions of higher degree: Proof of Theorem 3 
To prove Theorem 3 it suffices to show that there are infinitely many orbits of 2-dimensional 
K-subspaces of L under the multiplicative group = GLL(L) of L. Let s := [L : K] > 3 
and rn := [K : Z] and consider L as an s-dimensional K-vector space. We show that GK(d,L), 
1 5 d 5 s, is a projective variety over Z with dimension dm(s - a). Reca11 that the Grassmann 
variety Gz(md,L) already is a projective vanety over Z with dimension drn(srn - dm).  see 
e.g. [2,p. 1351 or [17,p.14]. 
Let {e l , .  . . , e f l }  be a K-basis of L and {vi,. . . , v , ~ }  be a Z-basis of K, such that v p v k  = 
cq,1 cpkqvq, C p k q  E z, p ,  k = 1 , .  . . , m. Let 
Wo = (vie] , .  . . , v m e I  ,. . . ,vied, .  . . ,vmed)z 
and 
wd = (v ied+] ,. . . , vmed+l , .  . . ,vie.s,. . . , v m e s ) Z ,  
Any subspace W E Gz(drn, V )  which the projection maps isomorphically onto Wo has a 
unique basis of the form 
with 
xpi(W) = 2 apiqjvqej E WO, 
;>d,q= 1 ,. . . ,m 
u,;, ,EZ,i=l,  ..., d , p = l ,  ... ,in. 
In the proofs cited above is shown that the image of z(dm,L)  under the injection 
: W +-+ Zvlel A .. . A v,&d in the projective space P(Am L)  is essentially the graph of 
a morphism from the space of the upiqj to another linear space. In particular it is closed, 
hence is a projective variety. The dimension one gets by counting the free upiqj. 
Now we must show that the fact that W is a K-subspace can be expressed in polynomial 
conditions on the apiq,. Since 
9 
there is cpi E K such that 
vpei +xpi(W) = cpi (vie; +xi i (W)) .  
Without loss we can suppose V I  = 1 .  Thus cpi = vp ,  i = 1,. . . , d. We have 
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Comparingcoefficientsyields~~,,~~ =&cpkqalikJ, i =  1, ..., d. Thisshows thaty(GK(d,V)) 
can be considered as the graph of a morphism from the space of the alrqj to another linear 
space. The dimension follows by counting the free alrq,. Thus S;K(d,V) has the structure of 
a projective variety with dimension dm(s  - d). 
Now the group L is an sm-dimensional irreducible algebraic group over Z ,  since L is a 
Z algebra [2, p. 511. L acts on G K ( ~ , L ) .  Suppose there are only finitely many orbits. Then 
at least one orbit must be Zariski-dense in G K ( ~ ,  L) .  Pick a subspace W contained in such a 
dense orbit. Denote by R the closure of this orbit and consider tlie orbit map 
Let S be the stabilizer of W .  We have dimR = 2m(s - 2 )  and dimS 2 I ,  since Z is contained 
in S. By applying the formula (see [3, p.121) 
dimL = dimR + dimS 
we get 
2ms-4m 5 ms- 1. 
This yields the contradiction s 5 3. 
is an algebraic group 
over K with dimL = s and, as rnentioned above, G K ( ~ ,  L) is a projective variety over K with 
dim G K ( ~ , L )  = 2(s - 2). Since K is contained in the stabilizer of any subspace, we get in the 
same way the contradiction s 5 3. 
REMARK: This method works also in the commutative case. 
3 The Hermitean Case: Further Notation And Basic Results. 
Let L be a skew field with 2n involution * and let Z be the center of L. Reca11 that an involution 
on L is an anti automorphism of L such that a** = a for al1 a E L. It is easy to see that Z* = Z.  
If *Iz is the identity, * is called involution of thefirst kind. Otherwise * is called involution 
of the second kind. In this case ZlZo is a separable quadratic extension, where ZO denotes the 
fixed field of * I z .  Let Lt := {a E L : a* = a} and L- := {a  E L : a* = -a}. The latter we 
define only for characteristics unequal 2. If the degree of L is n, the following holds [33, p. 
3031. 
(1) I f c h a r Z Z 2 ,  thenL=L+@L- .  
( 2 )  If * is of the second kind, then dimzo L+ = dimG L- = n'. 
(3) If L i s  of the first kind, then dimzLf = in (n+ 1) or = in( .  - 1). If cliarZ = 2, always 
dimzL+ = $n(n - + 1). 
Ari involution of the first kind is called orthogonal if dimzL+ = i n ( n  + 1) and symplectic if 
dimzL+ = i n (n  - 1). lnvolutions of the second kind are also called unitury. By a theorem 
of Albert 132, p. 2321 a centra1 simple algebra has exponent 2 if and only if it admits an 
involution of the first kind. 
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for al1 x,y,z  E V and al1 h E L. A sesquilinear form f is called ~-hernzifian (E = *l)  if 
f ( x , y )  = ~ f ( y , x ) *  for al1 x,y E V. An E-hermitian form f is called symnzetric if * = id and 
E = + 1, skew symmetric if * = id and E = - 1 and symplectic (or alternating) if f (x,x) = O 
for al1 x E V. 
Now let U be a subspace of an E-hermitian space (V,f). We write xiy if f ( x , y )  = O 
and x i U  if f ( x , u )  = O for al1 u E U .  The orthogonal subspace of U in V is the space 
U' = { v  E V : v i u  'du E U } .  The radica1 of U is the space radtU := { u  E U = U n  U'}. 
A space (V,f) is called regular iff radfV = O. Otherwise it is called degenerate. A vector 
v E V is called isotropic if f ( v ,  v )  = O. A subspace U is called isotropic space if it contains an 
isotropic vector. Otherwise it is called anisotropic. A subspace U is singular if f ( u , u ' )  = O 
for al1 u,u' E U .  
A sequence e ] ,  ..., er in (V,,f) is called orthogonal iff e , i e J  for i # j .  A sequence 
V I ,  v i , .  . . ,vr,v:. is called hyperbolic iff f ( v I ,  vi) = 1, f ( v , , v , )  = f ( v : ,  v i )  = O and f ( v , , v i )  = O 
if i # j .  Two vectors x,y E V are a hyperbolic pair if f ( x , x )  = f ( y , y )  = O and f ( x , y )  = 1.  
The plane H := (x ,y)  is called hyperbolic plane. A space is called hyperbolic if it is the or- 
thogonal sum of hyperbolic planes. If a orthogonal or a hyperbolic sequence form a basis of 
V ,  it is called an orthogonal basis or a symplectic basis respectively. An &-hermitian form f 
is called trace-valued if for al1 x E V holds f ( x , x )  E {h+ ~ h *  : h E L} .  
An isornefry between two spaces (VI , f i )  and (V2,fz) is an injective linear map z : VI  -+ 
V2, such that f2(x~,yz) = f i  (x ,y)  for al1 x,y E VI. The spaces (Vi , f 1 )  and (V2,f2) are called 
isometric, we write (V1,fl) - (V2,f2), if there is a bijective isometry VI -+ V2. The bijective 
isometries of a space (V,f) onto itself form the Unitury Group U(V,f). 
From now on we consider only regular and trace-valued forms. If we want to emphasize 
the particular form f ,  we write f-orthogonal, f-isotropic, f-singular, etc.. 
Recall that if an E-hermitian space is not symplectic, one can always find an orthogonal 
basis. If the space is symplectic, it is an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes. 
Closely related to the theory of symmetric bilinear spaces is the theory of quadratic forms. 
They are equivalent concepts if the characteristic is unequal 2. Let V be a vector space over 
a field K .  A quadratic form is a map q : V + K with 
q ( k )  = h 2 q ( 4  
b,(x,y) := q ( x + y )  - 4 x )  - 4 ( Y ) ,  
for al1 x E V ,  h E K such that the map b, : V x V ---+ K, 
is a bilinear form over K .  The map b, is called the associated bilinear form of q. The pair 
(V,q)  is called quadratic space. If b is a bilinear form, the map qb : V + K, qh(x) := b ( x , x ) ,  
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is called the associated quadratic form of b. It holds that b,,(x,y) = b(x,y) + b(y,x) and 
Let (V,q)  be a quadratic space. A vector x E V is called isotropic if q(x) = O and 
96, (4 = 2q(x). 
anisotropic if q(x)  # O. Two vectors x and y are called orthogoizal if b,(x,y) = O. 
3.1 
Let (V, f )  be a regular trace-valued E-hermitian space over (L ,  *) and K a commutative sub- 
field of L such that K* = K. If L is non commutative, let always Z := Z ( L )  C K. * induces 
an involution on K ,  which we also denote by *. Let cp : L + K be a K-linear map with 
cp(h*) = cp(h)*. Since cp(hc) = cp((c*h*)*) = cp(c*h*)* = (c*cp(h*))* = cp(h)c for al1 c E K, 
h E L, cp is two-sided K-linear. Define f '  := cpo f .  It is easy to see that ( V , f ' )  is a regular 
E-hermitian space over (K, *). Since every isometry of (V. f )  is an isometry of (V,f'), too, 
one gets an embedding U ( V , f )  
If orthogonality refers to the form f', we write x l ' y ,  U l ' W ,  U", etc.. We write U I L W  
if U I W  and U @L W. 
Lemma 27 Let U be a L-subspace of V .  
Statement of the problem and basic results. 
U ( V , f ' ) .  
(1) For x E V holds that x l ' U  i f f x l U .  
(2) It holds that U" = U'. In particular U is f -singular ifs U is f'-singular and U is 
j-regular ifsU is f'-regular: 
Proof. see [2O, p.2851 Lemma 4.1 o 
Lemma 28 Let W be a f'-singular K-subspace of V .  Then 
(1)  compLW 5 radfW. 
(2) IfW is muximal f'-singular in LW, then compLW = radfW 
In particular comp,W is f -singular: 
Proof. see [20, p.2851 Lemma 4.1 o 
Lemma 29 Let W be f'-singular and let X be a K-subspace of W. Ifthere is a f'-regular 
L-subspace U o fV  such that X C U and dimKU = 2dimKX, then there exists another K- 
subspace Y of V such that W = X I L Y .  0 1  particular Y = U' n W is such a subspace. 
Proof. SinceV=ULLU',itisenoughtoshowthatW < X + ( W n u ' ) .  LetW 3x=xl+x2, 
xl E U andx: E U'. Thenxl 'X,  since W is f'-singular andx:iX, since X c U .  This yields 
X I  i ' X ,  that is XI E U n X". We now show that U n X" = X .  Obviously it holds that 
X 5 U nX". Since U is f'-regular, we have 
dirnK X" n U = dimK U - dimK X = dimK X. 
Therefore, equality follows by dimensional reasons. This implies xl E X. o 
For a K-subspace W we denote by R(W) := { f (w, w) : w E W} the set of al1 elements of 
L which are represented by f I W .  
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Lemma 30 Let W he a f'-singular K-suhspace and let R ( W )  n kercp = O. Then W is f -  
singular if one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) * = id and f i s  not symplectic. 
( 2 )  L is commutative and there i s  a 5 E K with <* = -5 or 5" = 5 + 1 in characteristic 2 
respective1.y. 
( 3 )  L is not commutative and there is a 5 E Z with 5" = -5 or i* = 5 + 1 in characteristic 
2 respectively. 
Proof. In al1 cases we can by "Hilbert 90" suppose that E = 1. For al1 x E W it holds that 
~ ( x , x )  = O. Then for any y E W holds O = f (x+y,x+y) = f ' (x ,y)  + f ( y , x ) ,  that is f (.x,y) = 
-- ,f(y, .x).  Case (1) is clear. In (2 )  there exists 5 E K with 5* = -5 if charK # 2. Thus 
O = f ( x  + j y , x  + 5 y )  = -2(f '(x,y),  hence f (x,y) = O. If char K = 2, there exists 5* = 5 + i 
and we get similarly f ( x , y )  = O. The proof of (3) is the same with 5 E Z. This yields 
f ( J , Y )  = o. o 
4 The Hermitean Case: Quadratic Extensioiis 
In this section we consider extensions with [L : K ]  = 2. If L is not commutative, it is a 
quaternion algebra over the center Z of L. The basic difference to the symplectic case is that 
in the general situation f ( w , w ) .  w E V ,  niay be different froni zero. Since W js f'-singular, 
we inust investigate the set R ( W )  f ì  kercp. In general not much is known about R ( W ) .  We 
have R ( W )  C L+ if f is I-hermitian and R ( W )  c L- if f is (-1)-hermitian. For this reason 
we consider the sets S+ := L t  (1 kerq and S- := L-- n kercp. Note that S- is defined only for 
characteristic unequal 2. 
Reca11 that if * is a nontnvial involution on the field K, then KIKf is a separable quadratic 
extension and * E Ga!(KIK+). Without loss we can suppose that K = K+(q) and q' = -7 if 
char K # 2 and q* = q + 1 if char K = 2. 
4.1 Lemmas and proof of Theorem 4 
If L is commutative, three cases can occur: * = id, * # id with L+ = K and * # id with 
L+ # K. In the first case clearly L+ nkercp = kerq. So kercp = K a  is possible for any a E L. 
If * # id, L+ is a field and LIL' is a separable quadratic extension. 
If L' = K ,  we can suppose that L = K 63 Kk  with i* = -6 if char L # 2 and 5" = i + 1 if 
char L = 3. 
Lemma 31 IfZ, is commutative und L+ = K, the following holds: 
(1) S+ = O arzd S- = KC ifcharK # 2. 
( 2 )  S+ = K ifchar K = 2. 
Proof. ( i )  -cp(s) = ~ ( - 6 )  = cp(y) = cp(t), that is kercp = KC. 
(2 )  (~(5)  = cp(k)* = (p(y) = (~(5)  + cp( l) ,  that is kercp = K. o 
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If L+ # K ,  it holds that K+ = L+ n K.  K+ is a field with [K : K+] = 2. Choose 5 E L' 
such that L = K @ K5.  By "Hilbert 90' we can suppose that f is I-hermitian. 
Lenima 32 I fL is commutative and L+ # K,  it holds that S' = K+a. a E K+ @ K+5 
Proof. Let ch;irK # 2. Pick E K \ Kt  with q* = -q. Wnte K = K+ CE K+q. Let cp( 1) = 
x+yq E K. Nowcp(1) =cp(I*)=cp(l)*yieldsy=O. Inihesainewayfo~lowscp(~)=.~E K+. 
Then it holds that z - ,& E ker 9. The proof for char K = 2 is the sanie with q* = q + i. O 
If L is non commutative, I, is a yuaternion algebra over Z. 
Lemma 33 For every rizaximal suhjield K qf a quaterniorz algebra L there exists a Z-basis 
{~,?l,5,q5} ofL with K = (1,q)z and 
( 1  
(2) q2 + q  = a E Z,  C2 = b E Z and q5 = 5q + 5 ifcharZ = 2 and KIZ is separable 
(3) q2 = a E 2, c2 + c = b E Z and qg = 5q +q ifcharZ = 2 and KIZ is not separable. 
q2 = a E Z, 5" = b E Z and q5 = -5q ifchar Z f 2, 
Proof. 
Se:: [33. p. 300, p. 312;. o 
We call a basis like in the previous lemma a standczrd basis of L. In the following we 
always choose such a basis i€ L is not commutative. 
Lemma 34 Let L b p  a quaternion algebra over Z and jet KIZ be separable. Then (5,qc); = 
(5, ri5)z. 
Proof. First we consider tlie case char K # 2. Suppose q* = x+-q,  x,y E Z. Since ( T * ) ~  =
(q2)* = a* E Z ,  follows x2 + 2x -q  +y2a E Z. Then n = O, for y = O leads to the contradictioii 
q* E Z. This yields q* = JT. From 11 = q** = yy*q one gets yj* = 1. Then the following 
holds: 
* *  q\* = ((q ) = ($.q)* = (-vqC)* = -5*q*y" = -5*qyy* = -yq. 
Let \* := p + qq + ~5-i-sq5, p , q ,  1:s F Z. Then 
Tbis implies p = 4 = 0 and we get (i&)* = 5*q* = (r> ' sq5)yq = - y q 5  - sya:. This 
ThecasecharK=2issimilar: From (q*)'+q* E Z f o l l o w s x 2 + y 2 ( a + ~ ) + x + q ~  €2 .  
proves (5,q5)12 = (5,riC)z. 
Then y = i .  Since q = q** = x +x* + q, x = x*. We have 
qs* = (Sq*)* = (5.+5q)* = (5.+qC+Q* =x*{*+<*q*+5* = 
= x4* + 5*x+ k*q + \* = 5*q + 5*. 
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This yields 
Onegets5* =rE,+sq5. Thisimplies (q{)* = ( r c+sqk) (q+x)  =r~q+m&q+rxc+sxr&.  
o Since kq = qk + 5 and qcq = (q2 + q)k = ak,  it holds that (q5)* E (c,qe)z. 
Lemma 35 Let L be a quaternion algebra over Z. Then there is a standard basis { 1, q,  5, qk} 
of L such that: 
(1) L+ = ( l , q , k ) z  and L- = (q{)z if* is orthogonal, K C L' andKIZ separable. 
(2) L' = ( 1 ,  c,qs)z and L- = ( q ) ~  i f* is orthogonal and K @ L+. KIZ is always separa- 
ble. 
(3) L+ = Z and L- = (q,{,q{)z i f* is symplectic. char K = 2 is notpossible in this case. 
(4) If * is unitary and KIZ separable, it holds that L' = 2' @ Z+q @ Z+k @ Z-qk if 
c h a r K f 2 .  I f cha rK=2,  o n e h a s L ' = Z ' @ Z + q 8 Z f ~ @ Z z + ( q + r ) ~ ,  w h e r e < E Z  
with (* = 5 + 1. 
Proof. Let { l,q,p,qp} be an arbitrary standard basis of L. Choose 5 E L+ \ K and let 
5 = x + y q  +zp  +tqp, x,y,z,t E Z.  If KIZ is separable, we have zp + t q p  E L+ by 34. 
(1) WithoutlossletL' 35=zp+tqp. I f cha rK#2 ,qk=q(zp+tqp)  = -zpq-tqpq = 
-kq and g2 = z2p2 + ztpqp + ztqp2 + t2qpqp E 2. If char K = 2, we have qc = q(zp + 
tqp) = z(pq +p) +tq(pq+p)  = Sq+5 and g2 = z2p2+ztpqp+ztqp2+t2qpqp = z2p2+zt 
(2) Since * I K  equals the nontrivial automorphism of Gal(KIZ), we have q* = -q if 
charK # 2 and q* = q + 1 if charK = 2. In particular KIZ is separable. Like in (1)  one 
proves that { i  ,q,k,qk} is a standard basis. 
(3) Since in characteristic 2 always L+ = 3, we must have char K # 2 in this case. L' = Z 
is clear. Like in (2) one gets q* = -7. Every vector in L- has the form 4 + zp + tqp with 
x,z,t E Z. Since q E L- and dimz L- = 3,E := zp + t qp  is also in L-. The rest of the proof 
is like (1) .  
(4) We show that we can suppose q* = q. Let { 1, o,. . .} be an arbitrary standard basis. 
If charK # 2, we have o* = y o  with y E Z and yy* = i (see proof of 34). By "Hilbert 90" 
there is u E Z with y = u*u- ' .  With q := u*o  we are done. If char K = 2, we have o = o + x  
with x E Z and x +x*  = O (see proof of 34). Since ZIZ+ is separable, there exists < E Z with 
o 
( p q + q p )  p + t 2 q  (qp+p) p =z2p2+sfp2 + f 2  (q2+q)  p2 €2 .  
<* = l, + 1. Then q := o +x< is fixed under *. Like in (1) follows 5 E L'. 
Lemma 36 For O # a E R ( W )  n kercp holls a E N i ( K ) .  
Proof. Let f(w, w) = a. Then for al1 k E K holds f (kw,  kw) E kercp = K a .  Hence kak* = c a ,  
c E K. Since k and k* are arbitrary, we get a K  = Ka.  
Lemma 37 r f  R ( W )  n kercp # O, kercp = K or  kercp = Kk. If KIZ is not separable, only 
kercp = K is possible. 
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Proof. Since N , ( k ) / K  G Gal(KIZ), we have Gal(K1Z) % Z/2Z if KIZ is separable. Oth- 
erwise Cal(K1Z) is trivial. In the separable case it is easy to prove that 5 E N L ( K ) ,  hence 
N,(K)  = K U K k .  o 
Now we suppose that we have kercp = K or kercp = Kk. But not always these two cases 
can occur as the next lemma shows. 
Lemma 38 (1) * is orthogonal and K c L+: kercp = KS ifKIZ is separable and kercp = K 
if KlZ is not separable. 
(2) * is orthogonal and K @ L+: kercp = KE. 
(3) * is symplectic: kercp = KC. 
(4) * is unitary: kercp = K or kercp = Kk. 
Proof. ( 1 )  If charK # 2, it holds that -cp(qk) = cp((qk)*) = cp(qk)* = (p(q5). Thus qS E 
kercp and hence kercp = KS. If charK = 2 and KIZ is separable, we have cp(q5) = cp((q5)") 
= (p(5q) = cp(qk) +(p($). Hence cp(5) = O. In the non separable case ( ~ ( ~ 1 5 )  = cp((qk)*) = 
(2 )  By 35 L+ = ( l , S , q ~ ) ~ .  Suppose kercp = K. Since cp(L+) = K+ = Z and dimzL+ = 3, 
there are two Z-independent vectors in L+ n kercp. But this is impossible, since K n L+ = Z. 
(3) By 35 L- = (q,k,qk)z. Since cp(L-) = K- = Zq and dimzL- = 3, the assumption 
kercp = K provides a contradiction as in (2). 
O 
(P(5rl) = (P(r5) + cp(ri) holds. Hence cp(ri) = 0. 
(4) Here is nothing to prove. 
Proof of Theorem 4. (a) Let "1,. . . ,vm be a L-basis of compLW. By 28 compLW is 
f-singular. Thus there exists a hyperbolic sequence V I ,  vi,. . . , v,, v h  in ( V , f ) .  By 29 we 
have W = compLWiLY for a suitable K-subspace Y of W. So without loss we can suppose 
compLW = O. 
(b) Let W = radfW @ Y with Y 5 V .  By 28 and 16 it holds that W = radfW @L Y, 
hence W = radfWiLY. Let {.I, .  . . ,us}  be a K-basis of radfW. Since radfW is a K- 
substructure, ul , . . . , u, are linear independent over L (13). Then there exists a hyperbolic 
sequence u1, u i ,  . . . , u,, u', in (V, f ) .  So without loss let radfW = O. 
(c) Suppose there is w~ E W such that f ( w l , w l )  = O. Since radfW = O, there exists 
21 E W such that f(wl ,X) # O. We can suppose that f(w1 ,.TI) = a. If f(2l ,Xl) = O, define 
XI  := 21. Otherwise f ( 2 1  ,il) = ca,  c E K and f ( 2 1  ,21) = h+ &A*, h E L, since f is trace- 
valued. Define 
Thenf(x1,xl) = - h - ~ h * + h + ~ h *  = O .  Let w', := (a*)- 'x l .  Then (wl,w',) is a hyperbolic 
pair. If x1 E W, by 29 we have 
1 
X I  := -ha- w1 +i l .  
W = ( W i  , a*wi)&Y, 
for a suitable K-subspace Y of W, since ( w ~ , x ~ ) K  is maximal f'-singular in the hyperbolic 
(thus regular) L-subspace (w1 , w ' , ) ~ .  By induction we get 
W = (w1 ,a*w',)&. . . I L ( W t ,  a*w:)KILW,, 
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where WA is a K-subspace of W which contains no .f-isotropic vector. 
It remains to investigate the conditions for xl to be in W. Since W is a K-substructure and 
Xi ,  wi E W ,  x1 E W holds iff ha-' E K .  This is always the case when the characteristic is odd, 
since h = - ; f ( 2 1 , & )  = i c a .  Now consider the cases in characteristic 2. Let y:= f ( X ,  ,TI ) .  
If L is commutative a k l  * I K  # id, then KIK+ is separable. Hence there is a < E K such 
that <* = < + 1. With 1 := <y follows h + h* = y and ha-' = c i  E K.  Let now L be non 
commutative. Note that cx E NL(@ (36) if there exisis v E W with f ( v , v )  # O. If * is or- 
thogonal, K C L and KIZ separable, then kercp = Kk (38) that is a = 5 and L' = (l ,q,QK 
(35). Hence y = ck with c E Z,  since ,f is trace-valued. Moreover, (qt)* = {q = qk + 5. 
With h := .ri& follows h + h* = ck and a5-l = cq E K. If * is orthogonal and K @ L.' , we 
have Lt = ( l , k , q k ) ~  (35) aiid kercp = Kk (38). An easy calculation shows h+h* E K for 
al1 h E L. Since .f is trace-valued. we have , f ( .F l , . f~ )  E K n Kk = O. Hence x1 E W. In char- 
acteristic 2 there are no symplectic involutions. If * is unitary, Z[Zf is separable and there is 
i E Z such that <* = + 1. With h := <y follows x1 F W. 
It remains to consider the cases (A) and (B). In both cases it holds that kercp = K and 
* / K  = id (31 and 38). Suppose there is y1 E W such that f ( y 1 , y l )  = O. As above there is 
ZI E W such that f(yi,zl) = 1. If j ( z ,  , z l )  # O, we have f ( z 1  , z i )  = h+ h*. In order to find 
a vector ti E ( y ~  , 6 , ) ~  such that (yl , t i )  is a hyperbolic pair take t l  := hyi + e1 as above. But 
ther, it must hold that h E K and we get the contradiction j ( ~ 1  ,zl) = O. 
(d) If WA # O, pick ci # el E w4. Since ( e l ) ~  j s maximal f'-singular in the f-regular 
L-subspace (q)~, Lhe assertion follows by induction cis in (c). 
4.2 Qrbits of f'-singular suhspaces. 
We define the f-type tpf(W) of W to be the 5-tuple (rn.s,I,p,r). A necessary condition for 
two subspaces W and W' to be in the Same orbit under U(V,f) is tpf(W) = tpf(W'). In 
general, however, this condition is not sufficient. Let WI be the subspace generated by al1 
f-isotropic vectors or' W ,  
and let 
IV' := (z l  ;... , z p l e l , .  . . , e , - ) K  
We balie cornpLW 5 radjW 5 WI and, if p = O, W = WILL-WA. 
Lct now p i r = O. Then two f'-singular subspaces W and W' are in the same orbit under 
U(V,f) iff tpf \W) = tpf(W'). For if tpl ( W )  = tpj (W') ,  every isometry CT : W --+ W' can be 
extended to an isometry Z E U(V,f). This, for example, occurs in the symplectic case [20]. 
Let \i := wi(V,f) aiid v' := wi(V,f'). A necessary and suffìcient condition for ( rn,s, i .O,O) 
to be the .f-type of a subspace is rn + s + t 5 v. For then dimLLW = rn + s + 2t 5 rz and 
dimKW = 21n + s + 2t 5 v'. For al1 d 2 O !et Nd be the number of orbits of d-dimensional 
K-subspaces if p + r = O. l o  simplify oilr notation we defiiie Nd := O if d < O. If p + r = O, 
we have O 5 d 5 2v and the following holds 1201 
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For the number of orbits we get 
Now consider the general case where p + I' > O. If two subspaces W and W' are in the 
same orbit under U(V,.f) ,  they must have the same type and the spaces 
and 
must be isometric. Reca11 that kercp = K a .  Without loss we can assume that a* = a or 
a" = -a respectively. By defining f := flw, we get a niap 
Aneasycalcularionshox thatfis  a I-hermitian formover (K,*oo),  whereo E Gal(KI2) 
(put Z = K if L is commutative). Moreover, two p + r-dimensional anisotropic subspaces WA 
and WA are in the same orbit mder  U(V,  f) iff the induced forms f and f '  are isometric over 
( K ,  * o o). The problem to decide whether two subspaces are in the same orbit leads to the 
classification of hermitian forms over fields. Since very little is known about the case of 
general fields, we are able to treat this problem only for some special fields. 
Before we do so, let us consider how the form ,f depends on L and *. The following table 
gives an overview: 
Proof of tlze Tahle. See 31 and 32 in the commutative case and 35 and 38 in the non 
commutative case. 
If L is commutative, L >= ( 1 , k ) ~ .  Obviously we have here o = id. 
* = id. Since S+ = K a  and S-  = O, r > O is only possible if j is symmetric. In char K # 2 
it holds that ai E K and ,f is a syninietric bilinear form over K.  Since in char K = 2 always 
aia = h + h = O, the situation r > O cannot occur in this case. 
* # id and K = L'. If chaxK # 2, we have S+ = O and S-  = Kk. Thus r > O is only 
possible if f is a (- I)-hermitian form. Then ai E K and f is symiiietric. In cliar K = 2 f is 
symmetric but non trace-valued (case(A)). 
* # id and K # L'. !t suffices to c0nside.r 1-hermitian forms. In al1 cases it liolds that 
S+ = K+a, where a = z+x& z,.x E K+. The a; are in K+ and f is a non symmetric form over 
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Table 1: 
- * L+ charK KIZ f 
= id # 2  symmetric, trace-valued 
# id K = L +  # 2  symmetric, trace-valued 
# id K = L +  = 2  symmetric, non trace-valued 
# id K # L +  # 2  non symmetric, trace-valued 
# id K # L +  = 2  non symmetric, trace-valued 
orthogonal K c L+ # 2 non symmetric, trace-valued 
orthogonal K C L+ = 2 separabel non symmetric, trace-valued 
orthogonal K C L+ = 2 non separabel symmetric, non trace-valued 
orthogonal K @ Lf # 2  symmetric, trace-valued 
s ymplectic # 2  symmetric, trace-valued 
unitary # 2  non symmetric, trace-valued 
unitary = 2 separabel non symmetric, trace-valued 
unitary = 2 non separabel non symmetric, trace-valued 
( K ,  *). In characteristic 2 we have K = K+ @ K+q,  where q* = q + 1. Then a; = aiq + (a ;q )* ,  
hence f is trace-valued. 
Now let L be non commutative, that is L = ( l ,q,S,qt)z.  
* orthogonal and K C L+. If char K # 2, we have S+ = Z t  and S- = Zqt. The a; are in 
Z and a E {(,q(}. Hence O # id. Since * I K  = id, f is a non symmetric form over ( K , o ) .  
If char K = 2, we have S+ = 26 if KIZ is separable. Like in the odd characteristic case one 
gets a non symmetric form f over ( K ,  O). Since K = Z @ Z q  and q0 = q + 1, the form f is 
trace-valued. If K [ Z  is not separable, f symmetric but non trace-valued (case (B)). 
* orthogonal and K @ L+. We have S+ = K t  and S- = O. The a; are in K and * I K  = o. 
Hence f is symmetric. In characteristic 2 we have always r = O (see the proof of Theorem 
4(c)). 
* symplectic. This case occurs only if char K # 2. We have S+ = O and S- = KS. The a; 
are in K and * ( K  = O. Thus f is symmetric. 
* unitary. It suffices to consider 1-hermitian forms. If char K # 2, we have S+ = Z+ Q 
Z'q = K+ or S+ = Z+( 63 Z-q(. In the first case f is a non symmetric form over ( K ,  *). In 
the second case let ui = bi1 + b;2q and LI: = bi, +b{,q, b ; ~ ,  bi, E Z+ and hi2, bi2 E 2-. Then 
Multiplication from the right by 5-l yields 
bil +bi2q = Ca;j(bil +bi2q)(a:;)". 
.I 
Let F be the fixed field of the involution * 0 O. Since * o O # id, we have [K : F ]  = 2. Since 
Z+ C F and Z-q C F ,  F = Z+ @ Z - q .  Hence f is a non symmetric form over ( K ,  * o O ) .  
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The case char K = 2 is not essentially different: if KIZ is separable, the cases kercp = K and 
kercp = K c  can occur. In the first case we have S+ = Z+ @Z+q = K+. In the second case 
we have S+ = Z+k 63 Z+ (5 + q)k, ( E Z and <* = 5 + 1. Like in odd characteristics we 
get that f is a non symmetric Form over ( K ,  *) or over ( K ,  * o o) respectively. Since a; E K 
implies (a; E K ,  a; = (a; + (Cui)* or ai = (ui + (5ai)*0° respectively. Thus f in both cases 
in trace-valued. If KIZ is not separable, we have ker cp = K ,  hence Sf = K.  Since there is a 
O 5 E Z with (* = ( + I ,  the form f is trace-valued and non symmetric over ( K ,  *). 
We have seen that f is either a symmetric or non symmetric form over K.  Now let Rd 
be the number of orbits of d-dimensional f’-singular subspaces if p + r > O. Recall that Nd 
denotes the number of orbits if p + r = O. In order to calculate R d  one has to solve two 
problems: On the one hand we must investigate how many forms f can be realized, given 
an E-hermitian space (V,f) and a subspace W. On the other hand one must know which of 
these forms are isometric. For convenience suppose p = O. Let WO := LW, = (e1 . . . , e , . ) ~  
and let V = WO @ W& where Wi = ( e r + l , .  . , e r t ) ~ .  Then every r-dimensional subspace W’ 
has theform (aie1 +~l(W’),...,i3~e~+x,.(W’))~ with6; E {0,1} andx;(W’) =Cr=r+l hijej, 
i = 1, ..., Y. Let L = K a @  K p  (p = 1 if a K ) .  If at least one subspace W exist with 
f- [al ,..., a,], then (V,f) - [ala ,..., ara, a,+la+b,+lp, ..., a,a+b,P]. Then we have 
for al1 basis vectors of W’ 
!I 
f (Fiei  + xi, Fiei + x i )  = & a i a  + C hij(ajcc + bjp)hTj. 
In order for a subspace W’ with a form f’ N [a’, , . . . , a:] to be realized, given a subspace W 
with f - [al , .  . . ,a,], the equation 
j=r+l  
n 
aia = a;aja+ h,j(aja+bjp)h;j 
j=r+l 
must be solvable over i. for i = 1 , .  . . , r. Very little is known yet about the problem under 
which conditions this holds true for the general case. However, every form can be realized 
if Wi contains a hyperbolic sequence y1 ,y’, , . . . , y r , y : .  With xi := yyi + yi, y E L one gets 
f ( e i  + x i ,  e i  +x;) = aia +y+y*. Since we consider only trace-valued forms, we have aia and 
aia E {h + h* : h E L} ,  and the equation aia = aia + y+ 
Since in general we cannot decide which forms can be realized, we are only able to give 
an upper limit for the number of orbits. In the following we consider some special fields. 
The invariants of a form f we use for classification are the dimension dim(f), the determi- 
nant det(f), the sipnature sig (f) and the Hasse-invariant s(f). Recall that s(f) denotes the 
equivalence class of the Hasse-algebra S(f) := @;,j (a;, aj), where f - [ai,. . ,a,]. Here 
(ai,a,j) denotes the quaternion algebra with standard basis {l,q,c,qc} such that q2 = ai 
and c2 = a,. 
Let K be a field with characteristic unequal 2 .  If every 3-dimensional symmetric bilinear 
space over K is isotropic, the forms over K are completely classified by their dimension 
and determinant [33, p. 381. If every 5-dimensional symrnetric bilinear space over K is 
isotropic, the forms over K are completely classified by their dimension, determinant and 
Hasse-invariant [33, p. 911. 
can be solved. 
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For a quadratic form q in characteristic 2 we use two other invariants. These are the 
Clifforcl-invariant c(q)  which is the equivalence class of the Clifford-algebra C(q)  in the 
Brauergroiip [33, p. 3331 and the A$-invariant A(q)  [33, p. 3401. 
Let h : V x V -+ K be a hermitian form over a field K with nontrivial involution *. Let 
k := K-'.. Then K = k(i1), where k ( q ) l k  is a separable quadratic extension. Let q2 =: a E k if 
chark # 2 and q2 +q =: a E k if char k = 2. By defining qll(x) := h ( x , x )  we get canonically 
a quadratic form qll : V + k.  A theorem of Jacobson 126, p. 1151 snys: 
( i )  A hermitian form h over K is isotropic iff qll is isotropic over k. 
(2) Two herrnitian forms 111 and h? are isometric over K iff q h ,  and qlz2 are isometric over 
k .  
The following relations hold for the invariants of h anci qtJ [23, p. 261 ff], [33, p. 3501: 
dim(q/,) = 2dirn(h), 
det(q/,) =  CI)^^^('^), 
4 q h )  = (-.,det(17)), 
qig ( 9 1 ~ )  = 2sig ( h ) .  
c(qll) = (a,det(h)) and 
A ( q / J )  = dim(h)a. 
Above we have shown that f is either a syrnmetric bilinear form over K or a herrnitian forrn 
over Klk .  We keep the notation K +  = k.  For simplicity let K := k if f is symrnetric. 
k is quadratically closed, char k # 2. Here f must be symmetric, since a quadratically 
closed field cannot have a quadratic extension field. Every 2-dimensional space is isotropic, 
thus f - [ i ]  and tpf(W) = (m , s , t l ) .  Hence there are Nd orbits if r = 0 and Nd-1 orbits if 
r = 1 and we have 
Rd iNdi-Nrl-i .  
For example, quadratically closed fields k occur if L is the real quaternion skew field EIl = 
B 0 Rì @ RJ 8 R i j ,  k = C and >i< the involution which fixes i and j .  
k is real closed, char k # 2. Reca11 that a field is called real if - 1 is not a sum of squares. A 
real field is called real closed if no proper algebraic extension field is real. If f is symmetric, 
every indefinite form with dim(f) 2 2 is isotropic. Hence f - [l, . . . , 11 or ,f N [- I , .  . . , -11. 
We get 
d 
K d  5 Nd + 2 C Nd-r. 
If ,f is non symmetric, K is dgebraically closed and every indefinite form is isotropic. Thus 
,f - [ i , .  . . , I ]  or f N i- 1,. . . , - i] .  Since without loss we can take a = - 1, we have q.f - 
[ i :  . . . :  i ]  o r y f -  [-i ,..., - i ]  
k i.s CI .finite j e ld ,  char k # 2. Every 3-dimensional quadratic form over a finite field is 
isotropic and there are exactly two non isometric anisotropic quadratic forms 233, p. 391. 
Hence, if ,f is syrnmetric, we have exactly two anisotropic forrns for r = i and r = 2. Th 
r= I 
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Let now f be non symmetric. Since every 3-dimensional form qf is isotropic, WA contains 
an jsotropic vector if r > 1. Hence r 5 1 and since the dimension is the only invariant in this 
case, we get 
Rd <Nd+Nd-l .  
k is a Ioml-field, chark # 2. By a local field we mean a finite extension of the p-adic 
numbers Qp or the field of Laurent series Fq((X)). Let k denote the residue class field of k. 
Recall that for the number g of square classes of k holds g = 4 if char k # 2 and g = 2Lk @I if 
char k = 2. Here k is a finite extension of Qz [33, p. 2171. Moreover, there is up io isomorphy 
only one non split quaternion algcbra over k. This allows us to replace the Hasse-invariant 
by the Hasse-symbol, which we also denote by s. If ,f is a symmetric bilinear form with 
diagonal representation [ai,. . ,a,,], the Hasse-symbol is the product s(f) := n,,, s(a,,a,), 
where s(a, 13) is the Hilbert-symbol defined by 
Every 5-dimensional form over a local field is isotropic and there is up to isometry exactly 
one anisotropic 4-dimensional form [33, p. 2171. Therefore, forms over local fields can be 
classified by their diinension, determinant and Hasse-symbol. Any combination of these three 
invariants is possible except when dim = 1 or dim = 2 and det E -k2. Then s = ( det, - I )  
[25, p. 1711. Let f be symmetric. Since any 5-dimensional form is isotropic, we have r 5 4. 
If r = 4, there is only one anisotropic form. If r = 3,  the invariants det and s are independent. 
Since s = f l ,  the number of orbits i s  5 2gNLf-3 for i- = 3. If r = 2, we have s = ( det, - 1 )  
if det E -k2. Hence the number of orbits is 5 ( 2 g-  I )  Nd-2 for r = 2. If r = 1,  we have 
s = (det, -1). Thus here the number of orbits is 5 gwd-,. For the number of al1 orhits we 
get 
If f is non symmetric, every 5-dimensional form q i  is isotropic. Hence r 5 2. The only 
invariants are dim(f) and det(f), since s(q f )  = (-a,det(f)). For non symmetric forms the 
determinant is ai2 element of k /NKp(K) .  Since for local fields k/NKlk (k) E Gal(KJk) [24, p 
3 1 SI, we have Ik/NKlk(K) = 2 and hence we get 
Rd 5 Nd 3. SNd-1 + (2g - 1 )  Nrl-2 + 2gNd-3 + N(1-4. 
Rd < N d + 2 ( N d - ,  +Nd-2). 
k is a global$dd, char k # 2. A global field is a finite extension of Q or a finite extension 
of JFq(X). The completions of a global field at al1 discrete valuations are the local fields. 
Symmetric bilinear forms over global fields are isometric iff the corresponding forms at each 
valuation are isometric. This is the famous local-global principle of Hasse and Minkowski 
[33, p. 2231. If f is symmetric, the invariants are the dimension, the determinant, the Hasse- 
symbols at each non archimedean valuation and the signatures at each archimedean valuation. 
If f is non symmetric, the Hasse-symbols are completely determined by the determinant. 
Since the number of square classes is not finite in general, the number of orbits does not have 
to be finite either. We give an example in which infinitely many orbits occur: 
Consider the quaternion algebra L = (-1, - 1 ) ~ .  L is a skew field with center Z = Q. 
Let (i,q,k,q5} be the corresponding standard basis and let K := Q(q). By (4) we have 
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S+ = Qc. Let (V ,  f )  be a 2-dimensional hermitian vector space over L and let f N [ I ,  11 for a 
L-basis (e1 , e2). Let a, p E L with a = a1 + a2q +a&+ a4q5 and /3 = bi + b2q + b&+ b4q5, 
ai, bj E Q (i = 1, .  . . ]4). For V 3 w := ae1 + pe2 holds f (w ,w)  = aa* + pp*. Since for al1 
h E L, h = X I  + X ~ T )  + ~ 3 5  + ~ 4 ~ 5 ,  holds Ah" = X: - X ;  - X: +x: + 2 (~1x2 - ~ 3 x 4 )  7 + 2 
(XlX3 +X2X4)5, we get 
f() . t iw) = 2(a:+az+b:+b;)5, 
ifwechooseai = a g , a i = a 4 , b 1  = 4 a n d b 2 = b d . T h u s  f (w,w)  ~ S + f o r a n y a i , a 2 , b i , b 2 .  
We show that there are infinitely many orbits of such subspaces. 
By a theorem of Hilbert and Siegel [3 11 every positive element of Q can be written as a 
sum of four squares. Pick two primes p ,q  E 3(mod4). There exist infinitely many primes of 
this kind. Choose w and w' := (a', + ukq + ukq5)ei +(b', + biq + b',q + biqc) e2 such that 
f (w ,  w )  = 2p5 and f ( w ' ,  w')  = 2q5. 
If the K-subspaces KW and Kw' are isometric, we must have f(w, w )  = ~ ( c w ' , c w ' )  for some 
c E K .  Now we show that this is impossible. 
Suppose there is such a c. Then 2p5 = c(2qs)c*, hence 
P = NKlQ(c)q or P = (6 $- c2)q 
if c = c1 + czq, C I ,  c2 E Q. Both c1 and c2 must be different from zero. For instance if c2 = O, 
follows 
ps2 = qr 
if ci = 5 ,  r,s E Q, (r,s) = 1. Thus qls and hence s = mlq"', (mi ,q) = 1, ni # O  and r = m2pn*, 
(m2,p) = 1, n2 # O. Thus we have 
2 
This yields q)m2, hence q1r which contradicts (r,s) = I .  
Without loss let CI  and c2 be positive. Let ci = 
We get 
with ri,si E N and (ri,si) = 1, i = 1,2. 
This yields q(sls2, hence si = miq"I and s 2  = m2qn2 with (mi,q) = 1 and ni > O for at least 
one i. Now we have 
2 2 2n 2 2 2nl P r1m29 +r2m,q - - 
9 m:m;q2(nl+n~) ' 
or equivalently 
(1) Pmlm24 - r1m2q 2 19 . 
If n1 # 112, n1 < n2, say, multiplication of (1) by q-2nl yields q1Gm:. This contradicts 
( r 2 , r n i )  = 1. Let now be n1 = 112 =: n. Thus (1) becomes 
2 2 2(ni+n2)-1 - 2 2 2112 +r2m2 2nl 
2 2 2 n - i -  2 2 i 2 Pmlm2q - r1m2 +r2mi 
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This is equivalent to 
mi (pm$72’1-1 - ri) = r1m2. 2 2  
Since (in1 , r1)  = 1, we have mi Im2. In the same way we get m2/ml, hence mi = m2 =: m. 
Finally we have the equation 
prn2q2‘-I = rl + r2, 
which contradicts the following theorem from elementary number theory: a natura1 number 
n is a sum of two squares in N iff in the decomposition of n the exponent of each prime p 
with p = 3(mod4) is even [31]. 
Fields ofcharacteristic 2. First let us exclude the cases (A) and (B). Hence p = O and f 
is always non symmetric. Recall that a field F in characteristic 2 is called perfect if &‘ = F’. 
Regular quadratic forms over perfect fields are completely classified by the dimension and 
the Arf-invariant [33, p. 3421. In particular finite fields are perfect. If [F : F 2 ]  = 2, dim(q), 
A(4) and c(4) are a complete set of invariants for a regular quadratic form 4. [F : F 2 ]  = 2 
holds for algebraic function fields and for local fields [1, p. 1671. 
k is ajnitefield, char = 2. If k is finite, r 5 1 must hold, since we have, as in odd char- 
acteristics, dim(qf) = 2 dim(f) and 45 is isotropic if dim(4.f) 2 3. Since the Arf-invariant 
A ( 4 f )  is completely determined by dim(f), we get 
2 2  
Rd iNd+Nr l - i .  
Local and global fields,char = 2. Local and global fields in characteristic 2 are C2-fields. 
Recall that a field is called Ci-field if for every homogeneous polynomial P of degree d 
in n > di variables the equation P ( X 1 , .  . , ,Xr,)  = O has a nontrivial solution. Therefore, 5- 
dimensional forms are isotropic [1, p. 1641, hence Y 5 2. The invariants of 4.f are dim(q,f), 
A ( 4 f )  and 447) .  These are completely determined by dim(f) and det(f). Since det(f) E 
k/NKlk(K) and Ik/NKp(K)I  = 2,  it holds that 
Rd <Nd+2(Nd-I +Nd-2) 
Now we tum to the cases (A) and (B). Only here p # O is possible and f is always a non 
trace-valued symmetric form. 
FiniteJields, (A)  and (B).  If K is finite, it is a perfect field. Then every equation of the 
form cX2 + d Y 2  = O has a nontrivial solution over K .  Thus p + r 4 1 and f N [i] if p + r = 1. 
We have Nd orbits if p = r = O ,  N(l-1 orbits if r = 1 and Nd-2 orbits if p = 1. For the number 
of ali orbits we get 
Rd 5 Nd +Nd-l +Nd-2. 
Local and global jields, (A)  and (B).  Since every 5-dimensional form is isotropic, we 
have p + r 5 4. For local and global fields in characteristic 2 it holds that [ K  : K 2 ]  = 2. A 
simple calculation shows that IK/k21 = CQ. Thus infinitely many orbits are possible. This we 
want to illustrate by the following example: Let V := ( e ]  , e 2 ) ~  and f N [ I , k ]  with k E K\K2. 
Let W := W ( p , q )  := (pe i  + q e 2 ) ~ ,  p , 4  E K .  Two subspaces W and W’ := W (p’,4’) are in 
the same orbit iff the corresponding forms f and f ’  lie in the same square-class of K .  But 
the forms f can assume values in every square-class of K ,  since f ( p q  + 4e2, p e ~  + 4e2) 
= p 2  + kq2 and K = K2 @ k K 2 .  
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5 The Hermitean Case: Cubic Extensions 
In this section we consider the case [L : K] = 3. Tf L is commutative, the involution * is 
either the identity or it holds that K Lf ,  hence [K : K+] = 2. Recall that a centra1 simple 
algebra has exponent 2 iff it admits an involution of the first kind [32, p. 2321. Thus if L 
is non commutative, * must be a unitary involution. In both the conimutative and the non 
commutative case it suffices to consider 1 -hermitian forms. 
If L is commutative, there is q E L+ \ K. Thus { 1 ,q,q2} is a K-basis of L with q* = q. 
In the non commutative case one can find a K-basis { l,q,q2} of L such that q E N,(k) and 
q3 = a E Z. Since N,(K)  = K @ Kq 0 Kq2 and 17" is contained in the normalizer, too, we 
have q* = cq o r q *  = dq2.  c,d E K. For this whole section { 1 ,q,q2} shall be a K-basis of L 
as above. Furthermore we fix a, p E L such that kercp = (a,  P)K. Observe that kercp is both 
a left- and right vector space, since cp : L + K is two-sided K-linear. Moreover, we have 
kercp = (kercp)*. 
5.1 
The next lemma shows that in the non commutative case not every selection of a and p is 
possible. 
Lemrnas and proof of Theorem 5 
Lemma 39 IfLisnoncommutative, then kercp= ( l , q ) ~ ,  kercp= ( 1 , q 2 ) ~ o r k e r c p =  ( q , q 2 ) ~ .  
Proof. Since kercp = (a, p ) ~  is both a K-right vector space and a K-left vector space for al1 
k E K, a k  = p a  + qp and pk = r a  + so, p ,  q ,  r, s E K. Without loss we can assume that a = 1, 
q ,q2,  1 + b q o r l + c q 2 f o r s o r n e b , c E K .  
Let p :=x+yq  +zq2. Then Bk = kx+ k'yq +zko2q2 = ra+sx+syq + s m 2 .  Let a = 1. 
Without loss we can suppose that x = O. If y = O or z = O, then p E {q,q2}. So we take y # O 
and z # O. Cornparing coefficients yields yk" = sy and zko2 = sz. But this is only possible for 
k E Z.  In the same way follow the assertions for a = q and a = q2. 
If a = 1 + bq  without loss we can suppose that z # O. If a k  = pa + qp, then q = O. Thus 
k + bk'q = p + pbq.  This yields p = k and k E Z. If a = 1 + cq2, we get in the same way 
that k E Z. o 
We shall apply frequently the following simple lemma: 
Lemma 40 Let W be a f'-singular subspace of V and let x E W .  Then x' meets every 3- 
dirnensional K-subspace of W non trivially. 
We now consider the special subspaces mentioned in the introduction. 
Lemma 41 Let W be a f'-singular subspace. Then compLW CBL W2 is f -singulal: 
Proof. It suffices to proof this lemma for vectors contained in W2, since comp,W c radfW. 
By 19 we have W2 = @(e;,qei)K.  We show that the inner products of the basis vectors 
vanish. Let h := , f ( e ; , e j ) .  Then h,qh,hq* and qhq* are contained in kerq. If h # O, we 
r 
i= 1 
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have kercp = ( h , q h ) ~  =: U .  The space U is both a left- and a right-vector space over L. 
Since hq* and qhq* E U ,  the space U is invariant under multiplication by (q*)2 from the 
right, too. Let O # u E U and p = p + qq* + r(q*)2 .  Then up = u p  + uqq* +ur(q*)2. Since 
every sumniand lies in U ,  also up E U .  Note that { l ,q* ,  ( v * ) ~ }  is a K-basis of L,  too. Thus 
Lemma 42 Let W be a f'-singular simple triangular subspace and x E W .  Let T c W be a 
unique simple triangular subspace containing x and Y C W un arbitrary simple triangular 
subspace. Then x l Y  iJjCTIY. 
Proof. Let T = ( x , y , q x + q 2 y ) ~ .  Since by 40 y' n Y # O, there are vectors u ,v  such that 
Y = ( u , v , q u + q 2 v ) ~  and f ( y , u )  = O .  Let p := f ( y , v ) .  In kercp are contained: p, f ( y , q u +  
q2v)  = p(q2)*, f(qx+q2y,v) =q2p and f (qx+q2y,qu+q2v)  =q2p(q2)*. If p # O ,  p and 
q2p form a basis of ker cp. Then kercp is invariant under multiplication by (q2)* = (q*)' and 
o 
up E U for al1 p E L. This yields the contradiction U L  C U .  
q* = & ( ~ * ) ~ ( q * ) ~  from the right. Like in 41 we get p = O. 
Lemma 43 Let T := (x ,y ,q .x+q2y)~ be a f'-singular simple triangular subspace. 
(1) ! f f (x ,x )  = f ( y , y )  = O, then f (x,y) = O. 
(2) ! f f ( x , y )  = f ( Y , Y )  = 0, t h m  f(.,.) = o. 
(3) ! f f ( x , y )  = f ( x , x )  = O, then f ( y , y )  = O. 
Proof. ( I )  Let h := f ( x , y ) .  In kercp are contained: h, f ( x , q x + q 2 y )  = l ~ ( q * ) ~ ,  f ( y , q x +  
q2y) = h*q* and f ( q x  + q2y,qx+ q2y) = q h ( ~ * ) ~  + q2h*q*. Note that if y E ker cp, then 
'f E ker cp. If L is commutative, we have q E L f .  Hence h,qh and q2h E ker cp. This yields 
h=0. 
Suppose now L is non commutative. Here kercp = ( 1 , q ) ~ .  kercp = ( l , q 2 ) ~  or kercp = 
( q , q 2 ) ~ .  Suppose kercp= ( 1 , q ) ~ .  Then h= p+m, p , 4  E K ,  henceqh=  poq+q0q2 E ker 
cp. This yields 4 = O and h E K.  Recall that q* = cq or q* = dq2 .  We get kercp 3 h(q*)2 = 
hcc'q2 or kercp 3 ($i)* = h*dq2. This implies h = O. The other cases are proved similar. 
(2) Let h := f ( x , x ) .  Then h,qh and qhq* E kercp. If L is commutative, qhq* = q2h, 
hence h = O. The non commutative case works as in (1). 
(3) like (2). o 
Corollary 44 A f -degenerate f'-singular simple triangular subspace T is also f -singular: 
In the proof we need that both {l,aP-',pa-'} and 
{ 1.  P-'a, a-' p} is a K-left basis of L. This is clear for the commutative case. For the 
non commutative case by 39 we can choose a and p such that this is true. Note that in char- 
acteristic 2 a trace-valued symmetric bilinear form is symplectic. Thus we can assume that 
char K # 2 when * = id. 
Proof of Theorem 5. 
(a) By 28 it holds that comp,W = radfW if W is maximal f'-singular. 
(b) Without loss we can suppose that tp(W) = (O,r,s,t).  Choose $1 E W with tpw(Wl) = 
2. By 41 we have f(El , @ I )  = O. Since radfW = O, there is 15; E W such that f ( W l  ,$i) # O. 
Choosewi E LWI suchthatf'(wl,@',)= 1 .  Sincef(LwInW,W;) Ckercp=Ka@KP,follows 
w n LEI = (aw1, P W 1 ) K .  
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If already f ( G ; ,  E’,) = O, define w’, := G’, . Otherwise f ( G { ,  6;) = h + h*, h E L. Choose 
w; := -hw1 +*i. 
Then (wl,w’,) is a hyperbolic pair. It remains to show that w’, E W. If charK # 2, we 
have h = if(G’,,G’,). Since f (@{,G’,)  E kercp, there are p , q  E K such that h = p a + q P .  
Hence w’, = - ( p a  + qB)wI + G’, E W ,  because (awi ,  P W I ) K  c W. We now show that in 
characteristic 2, too, h is contained in kercp. Then follows analogously that wi E W. Without 
loss let * # id. Then there is 5 E K (if L is commutative) or 5 E Z (if L is non commutative) 
such that = 6 + 1. Let f ( G { ,  G’, ) =: y. Now y E S+ and K y  c kercp imply cy E kercp. 
Defining h := cywe have h+h* = <y+[y+y= y. 
Since ( a w ~  , PWI ,w’,)K is maximal f’-singular in the hyperbolic L-subspace (wi, w ’ , ) ~ ,  29 
yields W = ( a w j , P w l , w { ) ~ i ~ Y  for a suitable K-subspace Y of W. Then tp(Y) = ( 0 , r  - 
l , s , t  - 1) and by induction we get W = W ~ , ~ L L W ’ .  In particular r 5 t .  
(c) Without loss let tp(W) = (O,O,s , t ’ ) ,  where t’ := t - r. By 42 and 43 follows that 
radfW3 is triangular. Let W3 = W3ILradfW3. Then W3 is f-regular and triangular. $3 is max- 
imal f’-singular in the f-regular L-subspace LW3, since dimK W 3  = 3(s - j )  and dimKLW3 = 
6(s - j ) .  Thus 29 yields W = m 3 1 ~ Y  for a suitable K-subspace Y of W .  Since radfW3 5 Y, 
there is a subspace Wi such that Y = radfW3 @ L W ~ .  Then Wi is a K-substructure with 
dimK Wi = t’. If radfW3ILWi, then radfW3.5 radfW = O. 
Without loss suppose that W3 is f-regular. We have a decomposition 
S 
W3 = @7;: with 7;: := (Xi , j i ,qXi+q2jj)~.  
i= 1 
Let Ti . . . Tk, say, be f-regular and Tk+l . . . T, not f-regular. Moreover, choose the decom- 
position such that k is minimal. By 44 Tk+l . . . T, are f-singular. For i = 1,. . . , k holds 
= (u i , v ; , rp i  + q 2 v i ) ~ .  By 43 (2) either f (u i ,u j )  # O or f ( v i , v i )  # O. Since Ti is maximal 
f’-singular in the f-regular subspace LT,  by 29 we get W3 = T I I L . .  ILTklL(@:=k+l T i ) .  
Consider now the f-singular 7;. Let T := (X ,y ,qX+q2j )~  be such a subspace. Choose 
a * x E  T .  Since {l,P*(a*)-’,a*@*)-’} is aK-rightbasisofL({l,a-’P,Pa-’} isleftbasis), 
by 22 there is exactly one p*y E T such that 
T := ( a*x ,  p*y, P*x+ a*y),y. 
There is a simple triangular subspace T’ such that f ( T ,  T’) # O, otherwise it would hold that 
T c radfW3 = O. By 23 we have LT nLT’ = O. By 40 there exist nonzero vectors x’,y’ E T‘ 
such that f ( y ,x ’ )  = O = f (x ,y ’ ) .  Hence 42 implies f ( x , x ’ )  # O. Thus 
f ( x ’ , a * x )  = f ( x ’ , x ) a  E K a $ K P  and 
f ( x ’ , P * x + a * y )  = f(x’,x)P E K a e K P .  
This yields 
since { 1 ,  Pa-’, ED-’} is a K-left basis of L, too. As we consider only 1-hermitian forms we 
can suppose f ( x , x ’ )  = 1 = f ( x ’ , x )  and analogously f ( y , y ’ )  = 1 = f ( y ’ , y ) .  Since x’ and y’ 
f ( x ’ , x )  E (K@Kpa-l)n(KaD-’  B K )  = K ,  
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are linear independent over L and T’ is f-singular, we get a hyperbolic sequence x,x‘ ,y ,y‘ .  
Now T @L T’ is maximal f’-singular in the hyperbolic L-subspace LT @LT’ = (x ,X I ,y ,y ’ )~ .  
Hence there is a triangular subspace Y 5 W3 such that W = (T$LT’)ILY with tp(Y) = 
(O,O,s-k-2,0).  Byinduction weget W = (TI @LT[) IL . . . IL (~$LT, ’ ) ,  wheres =k+21. 
It remains to normalize T’: By 20 (2) T’ has a basis of the form {x’,y’, yx’ + Sy‘}, where 
{ 1, y, S} is a K-right basis of L. Then 
f(yx’ + Fy‘, a*x) = ya E K a  e€? KP * y E K @ KPa-’ and 
f(yx’+6yY’,p*y) = Sp E K a @ K p  -Ì a €  K@Kap-’ .  
Thus for suitable p ,  q ,  r, s € K 
( p  + qpa- l)X’ + ( r  + sap-’)y’ E T’. 
z’ := Pa-’x’ - cap-ly’ E T’. 
T @ L  T’ = (a*x, p*y, p*x+ a * y ) K  @L (x’,y’, pa-v - cap-’y’)K. 
Then there is c E K such that 
Since x’, y’ and 2’ are linear independent over K, T’ = (x ’ ,y ’ , z ’ )~ .  We get 
Now 
f (~ ’ , p*x+a*y )  = pa- ’P-cap- ’a  E Ka$KP. 
With h := pa-’ and multiplication by a-’h from the right we get 
h3 - E  ha ~ h ~ .  
Hence there are b,d E K such that 
h 3 - c =  bh+dh2 
If L is commutative, then c = N ~ l ~ ( p a - ’ ) ,  since the minimal polynomial of h has degree 3. 
IfLisnoncommutative, wecanassume withoutloss that {a,P} E {{l,q},{l,q2},{q,q2}}. 
Then pcc-’ = q or pa-* = q2 respectively. Thus we have c = n or c = u2. 
(d) follows from (b). o 
5.2 Orbits of f‘-singular subspaces 
We define the f-type tpf(W) of W in the cubic case to be the 6-tuple 
tPf(W) := ( m , r , k , l , j , t - r ) .  
Let W = W1 @L W2 @L W3 i g ~  W4 and fi = u/, @ L  @L e3 @L W 4  be in the same orbit under 
U(V, f) .  Then there is an isometry T : W ++ W .  Since z preserves the GL-type, we have by 
Theorem 2 that (W1 @L W 2  $L @3)T = W1 @L W2 @L W3. By 41 the subspaces W1 $L W2 and 
@1@,56‘2 are f-singular. Thus by Witt’s cancelation theorem L6’3 and LW3 are isometric. This 
yields radfW3 = radf@. From this follows that if two subspaces are in the same orbit under 
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I 
U ( V , f ) ,  they must have the same f -type. Like in the quadratic case this condition is not 
sufficient. Moreover there must be an isometry Wi i~ ( rad fW3 69~ W;) ---+ Wii~( rad f6 '3  $ L  
We now discuss the question when two subspaces of the same type are in the same orbit. 
Let U := Wii,>(radfW3 6';). Since U is f'-singular, 
,flu E K a @  KP. Define f a  to be the a-component and f p  to be the P-component of f l u ,  
that is fa(u,v) = p and ,fp(u,v) = q if f ( u , v )  = pa+qP. First must be shown whether 
fa,,fp : U x U -+ K are hermitian forms at all. We have to show that there exist involutions 
i- and $ on K such that f a (u , kv )  = f a (u , v ) k t  and f p (u , kv )  = fp(u,v)ki:  for al1 u , v  E U and 
k E K. We consider only fa, since it will be the same for fp .  Let f ( u ,  v) = y a  + qp. Then 
j a ( u , k v )  = pak* = p(ak*a-')a. Therefore we must show whether ihe map k +--+ ak*a- '  
ic an involution on K.  Obviously this is the case when L is commutative. Thus here we have 
f = $ = * 1 ~ .  The same is true in the non commutative case if a = 1. If a # 1 we can assume 
a = q or a = q2, hence qk* = k*O0q and q2k* = k*O0'y2. There are the cases r\* = q and 
q* = dq2, c,d E K. In the first case we have (k")* = (k*)O' and (ko')* = (k*)O. In the second 
case it holds that (kO)*  = (k*)O and (ko2)* = (k*)02  for al1 k E K.  Thus for q* = c q  we 
have /&*Oo)' = (((k*)O)*)O = ( (ko2)*2)o  = ko3 = k and (k/)(*O0) = /(*"O)k(*OO) fora11 k , l  E K. 
Hence * o o ic an involution. In the same way one shows that * o o2 is an involution. If 
q* = d q 2 ,  then k(*OO)' = ((k0)*2)0 = kO'. Since not for al1 k E K holds that ko2 = k ,  * 00 is 
no involution. In the same way follows that * o o2 is no involution. 
Since in the non commutative case not both a and P equa1 1,  the maps f a  and f p  are only 
hermitian forms if q* = q. In order to proceed as in the quadrat.ic case, we suppose this to 
be the case. Since U (and 0) in general contains triangular subspaces, we cannot conclude 
like in the quadratic case that U and 0 are in the same orbit iff fa and f p  are simultaneously 
isometric (over K) to fa and fp.  But this is the case if both U and i? are K-substructures. 
However, in general the forms fa and fp (and fa and fp) may be isotropic and are not given 
in  diagonal form, since K-substructures in the cubic case in general cannot be diagonalized 
over K. 
If R(W)  13 kercy = O, then W is f-singular by 30. If this is the case for al1 subspaces, the 
number of orbits is finite and independent of the underlying fields. We now consider two 
further special cases: Let iz be odd. Denote by v the Witt-index of ( V , f )  and by V' the Witt- 
index of ( V , f ' ) .  We can assume without loss that comp,<W = O. If V' is maximal, that is if 
v' = 3n/2,  it holds that W = W l ' ,  since W c W" and dimK V = dimK W + dimK W". From 
W' c W" follows W' c compLW, hence W' = O. Since V = LWiW', we have V = LW. 
The equations 
, 
W i ) .  
I 
l 
W;) and 0 := WiiL(radfW3 
dimLLW = r+2s+r = n and 
dimKW = 2r+3s+t = 3n/2, 
yield r = t .  Thus W; = O and hence radfW3 = O. Moreover, if v is maximal, that is v = n/2 ,  
we have v = r + 21. Since n / 3  = r f s, follows s = 21, hencc k = O. Then al1 simple triangular 
subspaces of W are f-singular. Thus the condition tpf(W) = tpf (6') is sufficient for W and 
W to be in the same orbit under U (V, f ) .  
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6 The Herinitean Case: Exteiisions Of Higher Degree 
In this section we consider skew field extensions LIK with [L : K] = s 2 4. We show that the 
number of orbits of f’-singular K-subspaces is infinite provided the Witt-index of (V,f)  is 
greater than zero and K is infinite. To us no counterexample is known when the Witt-index 
of (V,f) equals zero. Our conjecture is that in this case, too, the number of orbits is always 
infinite. However, this cannot be proved by the methods used to prove Theorem 6. We give 
an example that illustrates that there may occur infinitely many orbits when wi(V. f )  = O. 
Proof of Theorern 6. Let W be a 2-dimensional K-subspace of L. The map cp : L i K 
induces via @ : L x L -t K, @(a, p) := cp(ap*) a regular I-hermitian form over K .  Then there 
is an unique (s - 2)-diinensional K-subspace W’ of L with @(W, W’) = O. 
First suppose that the Witt-index of (V,f)  equals 1. Let (e,e’) be a hyperbolic pair in 
(V,f). The space X := We &i W’e’ is f’-singular and contained in a maximal f’-singular 
wbspace U. Since dimK(e,e’)L = 2 dimKX, by 29 follows U = X I L Y  for a K-subspace Y 
of U .  The space Y is f-anisotropic, for if Y contained a ,f-isotropic vector y the space (e,v)L 
would be f-singular which contradicts the assumption wi(V, f )  = I .  
Let @ be another 2-dimensional K-subspace of L and w’ the unique (s - 2)-dimensional 
K-subspace such that @(@,@’) = O. Let 2 := $e 3 @’e’. Then ~ I L Y  and fi := X I ; - Y  is 
maximal fl-singular. We have LU = Li? and if z is an isometry in (V, f )  with UT = i’, T is 
an isometry in ( L U , f ) ,  too. Thus we can suppose V = LU. Let { y , ,  . . . . y r }  be a maximal 
L-independent set in Y .  Then {e ,  e’,yi, .  . . , y ,  } is a L-basis of V. Let 
Now a = O (O, = O) for j = 1,. . . , r ,  since Y is f-anisotropic. Not 
both a and y are zero, otherwise we would have the contradiction 1 = f ( e ,  e’) = f ( e z ,  e ’ ~ )  =
,f(pe’, Fe’) = O. 
(y = O) irnplies p j  = O 
Since 
(We)z = (Wa)e+ ... = @e+ ... and 
(W’e’)z = (W’y)e+ . .  . = @e+.. . , 
either Wa = r/i. or W’y = b%‘. where y # O is possible only if s = 4 for dimensional reasons. 
Since by Theorem 3 the number of orbits of 2-dimensional K-subspaces is infinite, there are 
infinitely many orbits of maximal f’-singuiar K-subspaces. 
Suppose now wi(V.f) = m > 1 and !et ei,e’, , . . . ,e,,,:, be a hyperbolic sequence in 
(y, f). LetX := (Wei cti W ’ e { ) i L . .  . iL(We,, @W’eL) a n d 2  := (@e1 &i W’e; ) IL. . . I L ( @ e m  @ 
W’eh). As above there is a K-subspace Y such that U := X I L Y  and fi := 2 i ~ Y  are maximal 
f’hingular. Let z E U ( L U , f )  and let { y i  , . . . , yr}  be as above. Let 
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As above we get that not al1 ai and y; can vanish and in the same way follows that there are 
infinitely many orbits. o 
Note that in the proof we cannot use Witt’s cancelation theorem to conclude that the 
spaces X and 2 are f-isometric, because f is a form over L, but X and 2 are K-subspaces. The 
following example illustrates that there may occur infinitely many orbits when wi(V,f) = O: 
Let L be an infinite field and charL # 2. Let { l,q,q2,q3} be a K-basis of L such that 
kercp = { l.q,q2}, (p(q3) = 1 and q4 = a E K .  Let @ be as above. Then wi(L.@) = 2. This is 
clear, since the space ( 1 ,  q ) ~  is $-singular. 
Moreover, for al1 c E K the space W ( c )  := (1 + q 2 , q  - q 3 ) ~  is $-singular, since 
@(I  I + c q 2 )  = <p(i + 2 q 2 + 2 q 4 )  = o, 
$(q - c+,q - q 3 )  = v(q2 - 2 q 4  + c2q6) = o. 
@ ( i  + q 2 , q - c q 3 )  = cp(q+cq3-q3+c2q5) = O and 
We now show that there is an infinite sequence (c,),~/ in K such that W ( c l )  and W(c,) are not 
in the same orbit under L if i # j .  We need the following easy lemma, see [28, p. 1291: 
Lemma 45 Let K be an infinitefield and P ( X , Y )  a nonzeropolynomial over K. Then there 
i s  a17 infinite sequence in K such that for  al1 i, j E I holds P ( a l , a J )  # O i f i  # j .  
We suppose that the spaces W ( c )  and W ( d )  are in the same orbit under i. Then there are 
h E L and p ,  q, r,s E K such that 
( 1  + cq2)h = p (  1 + dq2) + q(q - dq3) and 
(q-cq3)h = r ( I+dq2)+. s (q -dq3) .  
Elimination of h yields 
o = p(q + dq3 - cq3 - acdq) + q(q2 - ad - ac + acdq2) 
r( i + dq2 + cq2 + acd) - s ( q  + cq3 - dq’ - acrlq). - 
We get the four equations 
qa(c + d )  + r( 1 + acd) = O, 
p (  1 - acd) - s( 1 - ncd) = o, 
q( 1 +acd) - r ( c + d )  = o: 
p ( d  - e )  + s(d -- e )  = o. 
First suppose q = r = O. Then either p or s must be different from zero. Since d # c, froin 
(4) follows that s = -p.  Then (2) yields 
2p( 1 - acd) = o. 
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By 45 there exists an infinite sequence (c i )  such that i - ac;cj # O. Hence there are infinitely 
many orbits. 
Now let q = O and r # O. Then ( I )  and (3) yield 1 - ac2 = O. Hence a = 5 .  Since q4 = a, 
we have q2 = %i. This is a contradiction, since q2 $! K.  For q # O and r = O follows in the 
same way that q2 E K .  
It remains to consider the case q # O and r # O. Now 1 + acd = O iff c + d = O. In this 
case we get as above the contradiction q2 E K.  Thus both 1 + acd and c + d are different from 
zero. From ( I )  and (3) follows 
a(c + d ) 2  + ( 1 + acd)2 = O. 
By 45 we get that there are infinitely many orbits. 
form 
Now let { e !  . ,e , *}  be a L-basis of V and let f - [ i , .  . . I]. Then al1 subspaces of the 
U ( c )  := Lyzl W(c)ei 
are maximal f'-singular. If U ( c )  is in the same orbit as U ( d ) ,  there is h E 
W ( d ) .  Since there is an infinite sequence (c i )  such that W(ci )h  # W ( c j )  for al1 h E 
there are infinitely many orbits. 
such that W ( c ) h  = 
if i # j ,  
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